
DENTAL SYMPHONY 

Increase your stream of income by recommending 
our clinically advanced products needed for the 
modern dentist.

for Dental Consultants

dentalsymphonyTM



DENTAL SYMPHONY HELPS SOLVE YOUR CLIENT'S 
PROBLEMS 
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CLINICALLY ADVANCED
ONLINE FORMS

PEDIATRIC SPECIFIC FORMS

Staff focus on the patient and not the 
paperwork. We offer a HIPAA secure, 
online portal that works alongside any 
practice management system giving 
new and updating patients a modern, 
sophisticated and paperless                    
experience; all while eliminating 
tedious daily tasks.

Our pediatric forms clearly indicate that the medical history is for children. Parents 
easily share information between siblings with our “Add Family Members” button, 
sign treatment authorizations and consent forms for minors and fill out a family   
information form.

Create a passive stream of income by offering our online 
forms through your company!



OUR UNIQUE MEDICAL HISTORY SUMMARY
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https://www.loom.com/share/b3f2269ba02441a5977dfb9e741a046b

Immediately after a patient submits their medical history form on the portal, a         
summary is automatically created for every patient.

Dentists speak more confidently to their patient’s physicians 
with Dental Symphony

MEET OUR CLINICAL TEAM BEHIND THE MEDICAL
HISTORY SUMMARY

TOM F. COCKERELL,

JR. M.Ed., D.D.S.

GREGORY J.  PHILLIPS,

M.D.

TERRY REES D.D.S.,

M.S.D

GIL TRIPLETT D.D.S.,

Ph.D.

MICHAEL GLICK

D.M.D

TOMMY GAGE D.D.S.,

Ph.D., R.Ph.

FRANK FORD

D.D.S.



WE ARE FLEXIBLE!

CONSULTANT PAYMENT 

HIPAA

COMPLIANCE

Dental Symphony

MULTI LOCATION/

ENTERPRISE SET UP

Dental Symphony can easily work 
with one location, multi-locations, or 

enterprise set ups.

Dental Symphony adheres to all the 
security, privacy, reporting,                     
enforcement and notification             
provisions of HIPAA and HITECH, 
protecting both dental practices and 
their patients`  privacy rights.

You get the first month's payment, then after the office has used for 3 months, we 
send you a bonus $100!

CO-MARKETING 

EFFORTS

We are happy to work with your 
marketing and sales teams to            
provide marketing assets and top 
funnel content as well as scheduling 
webinars for your customers. We 
can provide info-graphics and 
pre-written content.
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INTEGRATIONS OFFERED

COMPATIBLE WITH DIRECT INTEGRATION

We can easily work alongside any practice management system.

Curve Dental

Denticon

Dentrix Ascend

Dentrix Enterprise

DSN

Easy Dental

MacPractice

Open Dental

Perio Exec

PracticeWorks

Softdent

WinOMS

*Don’t see yours listed? Ask us!

Dentrix G6.3+

Eaglesoft

Dentisoft



Become your dental office's ongoing consultant for new features
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WHAT ELSE DO WE OFFER?

DEMOGRAPHIC AND MEDICAL
ANALYTICS

Track the number of newly created        
patients, analyze patient demographics 
by age or gender, understand patient 
portal engagement, review portal             
happiness ratings and more!

Study the demographics of medical     
conditions within a dental practice 
patient population.

Quickly see which major medical                
diseases are most common and what the 
top medications are being taken.
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PATIENT PRESENTATIONS

CHART PERIO IN SECONDS, SERIOUSLY!

A standalone periodontal charting system that is unmatched in ease, speed, power, 
and functionality. Dental Symphony’s unique periodontal charting system includes 
the power to track changes over time and graph them. It is a powerful tool for                 
periodontists, general dentists who address periodontal issues, and hygienists.
 

Presentations helps to protect  practices 
against liability claims by presenting a 
clinically logical record of the patient 
workup including essential elements to 
support  treatment plans. Never again 
worry if patients have been fully                   
informed.
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CURRENT PARTNERS



CONTACT

Bree Cockerell

Director of Sales and Marketing
Strategic Partnerships

bree@dentalsymphony.com

dentalsymphony.com

1-877-936-155

Ed Coble, JD

Executive Vice President
HIPAA Security Officer

edcoble@dentalsymphony.com

dentalsymphonyTM


